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Self motivated professional in real estate development/redevelopment, project 
management environmental and risk assessment, permit processing, overall 
investor/finance advisor. 

EXPERIENCE

Mortgage Broker II
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2004 – JUNE 2007

 Calculated total income and debts from credit reports to determine 
debt ratio.

 Worked routinely with Calyx Point, Desktop Underwriter and 
Homegain.

 Qualified customers for A-C paper loans and followed through with all 
aspects of the loan process.

 Obtained lender approval and cleared all PTDs and PTFs conditions.
 Prepared individual files and loan documents for escrow by ensuring 

loan parameters.
 Communicated daily with brokers and escrow personnel.
 Reviewed and signed off on appraisals, preliminary title reports and 

income documentation.

Mortgage Broker 
Greenhome Lending - 2001 – 2004

 Highly skilled in the use of proven techniques such as cold calling and
prospecting like an ambitious new telemarketer, with the experience 
of a veteran.

 Can take an application, qualify the borrower with 3 options, run DU 
or LP approved on the desired program, prepare proper and explain 
Loan Estimate Disclosures, order appraisal, clear Underwriter 
conditions, review final documents and coordinate with Escrow and 
Title for proper closing.

 Analyzed and assessed borrowers financial status to match clients 
with suitable programs and then prepared loan packages and ensured
all aspects of closing process were completed in a timely manner.

 Networked relationships with title agencies, real estate 
agents/brokers, insurance agents, home builders/remodelers in order 
to indirectly market mortgage products to their existing clients.

 Consistently averaged $1-2MM in monthly sales volume Instructed 
partners in Federal Fair Housing Guidelines, Fair Lending standards, 
applicable State/Federal Laws.

 Sold FHA, VA, USDA, VHDA, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Jumbo 
mortgage products.
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 Registered with the top 10 wholsesale lenders who are underwriting 
for traditional Fannie/Freddie May, FHA, VA Serve as the primary 
liaison between the borrower, the underwriter, and the processing..

EDUCATION

 A.A. in Business - August 2000(Canada College - Redwood City, CA)

SKILLS

Microsoft Programs And Applications.
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